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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 DNA Nanotechnology

In the past decade, DNA has been recognized as far more than just the carrier

of genetic information – it is, biology aside, a versatile material, and has be-

come one of the most powerful building blocks in nanotechnology. DNA can

be used to fabricate myriad intricate designs, most famously with the DNA

origami technique, [1] in which a long strand is folded by other short staple

strands into precise two-dimensional and three-dimensional objects. [2,3] In-

deed, such structures can even be made functional, whether with carbon nan-

otubes, inorganic nanoparticles, dyes, drugs, polymers or peptides. [4,5,6,7,8,9]

Their potential applications range from biomedicine to nano-optics to next-

generation electronics. [10,11,12]

And why is DNA so widely used beyond its primary biological role? It is

in fact the same characteristic that makes it a cornerstone both of life and of a

new branch of nanotechnology: programmable self-recognition. Chemically,

DNA consists of sequences of four distinct nucleobases regularly spaced along

a sugar-phosphate backbone. Each base preferentially interacts with one

other through hydrogen bonding – adenine with thymine via two bonds and

guanine with cytosine via three, as shown in Figure 1.2a. Through such

interactions, two strands with appropriately matched (“complementary”)

sequences can self-assemble in the process of hybridization into the famous

1
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a b

c

Figure 1.1: Esthetic and functional DNA nanoarchitectures. (a) TEM images
showing precisely controlled bending of large bundles of DNA nanotubules from
0 to 150 ◦. Adapted from ref. [2]. (b) AFM height images of some of the many
architectures possible with 2D DNA origami. Adapted from ref. [1]. (c) Schematic
and AFM height image of self-assembled carbon nanotube devices using DNA
origami ribbons. Adapted from ref. [4]. Scale bars are 100 nm in (a) and (b) and
50 nm in (c).

double helix (Figure 1.2b); its stiffness (persistence length ≈ 50 nm) [13] lends

it well to building precise nanoarchitectures, and the ease of hybridization

allows nanostructures to be manipulated even after formation. [14] The level of

control afforded in designing such sequence-specific interactions is the essence

of DNA nanotechnology.

But programmability is not the only advantage that DNA offers. It is

stable, easy to handle and can be produced in large, monodisperse quantities

through diverse biological techniques such as the polymerase chain reaction

as well as built up base by base through solid-phase DNA synthesis (Figure

1.3). Whether through biosynthetic approaches or chemical synthesis, the

production of DNA offers diverse opportunities to incorporate additional

functional groups, both at the ends and in the bases themselves, without

adverse effects on hybridization. With appropriate design of sequences, the

fabrication of purely esthetic or functional nanostructures is a simple matter

of mixing together the building blocks and optimizing the hybridization

conditions – primarily time, temperature and the concentration of various

salts – to favor self-assembly. Analysis of the structures formed can be more

complicated, with techniques ranging from gel electrophoresis and dynamic
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Figure 1.2: The structure of DNA. (a) Chemical structure of a sequence
5’-ACGT-3’ hybridized with its complementary sequence via hyrdrogen bonds
(dashed lines). (b) Model of the DNA double helix.
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light scattering to transmission electron microscopy. One of the most widely

applied is atomic force microscopy (AFM), and its advantages and limitations

in this respect will be evaluated in the studies below.

1.2 AFM on DNA Nanomaterials

The rigidity of double-stranded DNA notwithstanding, DNA nanostructures

fall squarely within the category of soft materials and thus must be imaged

with extreme care. To minimize sample deformation, Tapping Mode is most

commonly utilized. Briefly, in Tapping Mode the AFM cantilever is oscillated

at a fixed frequency and amplitude as it is scanned across the surface.

Interactions of the sharp tip with surface features alter the amplitude and

phase of the oscillations; these are compensated through adjustments in the

height of the cantilever in order to maintain constant amplitude. The map of

such vertical adjustments over the scan area then represents an approximate

topographical image of the surface. In particular, these measurements are

generally performed in the light tapping regime – this minimizes the force

with which the tip strikes the surface, reducing sample deformation and tip

penetration into soft materials.

In spite of these precautions, AFM imaging still entails a significant dis-

turbance of DNA systems. This begins with sample immobilization. Taking

advantage of the negatively charged sugar-phosphate backbone, DNA nano-

materials can be immobilized on negatively charged mica surface through

bridging by divalent Mg2+ cations. As will be seen below, this results in

significant flattening and broadening of DNA structures, as it becomes ener-

getically favorable to interact with the surface rather than maintain unper-

turbed in-solution morphology. Indeed, the morphology can even be altered

by tuning the concentration of immobilization salts. Furthermore, achieving

high resolution in AFM requires a maximally sharp tip, in most measure-

ments below with a radius of curvature of less than 2 nm. As a consequence,

even in the light tapping regime extremely high pressures are applied at the

point of contact. This leads to unavoidable deformation of, and potentially

penetration of the tip into, soft materials. Because this effect cannot be quan-
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Figure 1.4: AFM on DNA materials. (a) Schematic of AFM operation. Re-
flection of a laser off the back of a cantilever onto a photodiode generates the
signal, and the feedback electronics maintain a constant signal by adjusting the
PZT scanner height. (b) and (c) Schematic and AFM height images of spher-
ical and rodlike DNA block copolymer nanostructures formed trhough different
hybridization motifs. Scale bars are 100 nm. Adapted from ref. [14]

tified, it cannot be determined whether it occurs to a different degree with

different materials, greatly complicating their comparison. Though rarely

addressed, these concerns should be borne in mind in all AFM studies of

DNA nanomaterials.

1.3 Motivation

In the following chapters, three different self-assembled DNA nanomaterials

are described: DNA nanotubes, micelles of chemically-modified DNA and

mixed micelles containing both DNA block copolymers (DBCs) and a com-

mercial synthetic triblock copolymer. In Chapter 2, nanotubes consisting of

pristine DNA are assembled from a single, short palindromic sequence. In

standard conditions, these nanotubes grow up to 60 µm in length, with di-

ameters of only a few tens of nanometers. They can be easily functionalized

and have great potential as drug delivery vehicles, but they cannot be used

effectively with such extreme lengths. By forming the DNA nanotubes within

emulsion droplets, we sharply limit their length without otherwise altering

the morphology, which could enable the further application of these mate-
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rials. More significant here, though, is the concept of hybridization within

emulsions – because our procedure is completely unrelated to the sequence of

the DNA, it should be applicable to a broad range of DNA nanostructures,

affording a simple and non-destructive means to limit their size.

The focus of Chapter 3 is on DNA amphiphiles, which self-assemble into

nanostructures – in this case, micelles – because of hydrophobic interac-

tions rather than hybridization. While many such materials have already

been reported, few investigations have been performed on the variation of

supramolecular structure and properties with the chemical structure of the

hydrophobic components. By incorporating a chemically-modified nucleo-

side phosphoramidite during standard solid-phase DNA synthesis, we can

precisely insert hydrophobic units into the DNA to give tunable DNA am-

phiphiles. A preliminary study of the effects of varied hydrophobicity on

the morphology and properties of the resulting micelles is presented, indi-

cating that micelle size and stability can be tuned using our strategy. Fur-

ther investigations using this approach should yield fundamental insights into

molecular structure-property relations for DNA amphiphiles, leading to the

development of more suitable materials for drug delivery and sensing appli-

cations.

The final experimental section, Chapter 4, describes another approach to

improve the stability of DNA-based micelles. Here the material of interest

is DBCs, which form easily functionalizable micelles with a hydrophobic

core and DNA corona. Like the DNA amphiphiles in Chapter 3, these

materials are susceptible to dissociation under dilution, a critical limitation

that precludes biomedical applications. As we show, they can be stabilized

through photo-crosslinking within the core, after which the micelles become

robust under cooling and dilution. In addition, the crosslinking process

requires that the DNA block copolymer be blended with neutral Pluronics�

block copolymers in each micelle, reducing the charge density and potentially

imparting the benefit of increased biocompatibility.

The hallmark of DNA nanotechnology is exquisite control at the molecular

level over structure formation, but while remarkably precise structures can

be built with DNA, the complexity of such systems is such that they will
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never be practical for applications. Each of the studies presented in the

following chapters investigates the possibility of imposing additional control

– over size, stability and charge density – without significantly increasing

system complexity. By refining our control over conceptually simple DNA

nanomaterials, we can greatly enhance their potential and suitability for

advanced applications, whether in drug delivery, sensing or the assembly

of more complex nanostructures. Throughout these works, one of the key

techniques used to characterize the materials is AFM. It will be seen that

while the qualitative results are clear, meaningful quantitative data is more

difficult to extract.
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Chapter 2

Limiting Nanostructure

Growth: Controlling the

Dimensions of DNA Nanotubes

with Emulsion Confinement1

2.1 Introduction

As discussed above, DNA is known to be one of the most powerful build-

ing blocks in nanotechnology. Its unique combination of properties – small

dimensions, programmable self-recognition and facile hybridization into semi-

rigid double-stranded polynucleic acids – makes it ideally suited to the for-

mation of precisely designed self-assembled nanostructures. [15] Furthermore,

decades of research on the chemical synthesis and enzymatic modification of

DNA have resulted in the ability to fabricate sequences of arbitrary length

and composition incorporating diverse moieties ranging from dyes to poly-

mers and nanoparticles. This degree of control has perhaps been most ele-

gantly demonstrated with the DNA origami technique, in which long DNA

sequences are folded into designed 2D and 3D objects with the possibility

1Parts of this chapter were submitted for publication as a communication in Journal
of the American Chemical Society, ACS

9
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to even attach functional groups, [1,2,3] all through thermal treatment or a

gradient of denaturing agent. [16] But while the structures are unbeatable for

beauty, their utility is somewhat limited by the large number of individual

DNA sequences required for assembly.

The other major thread of DNA nanotechnology research utilizes rigid

DNA tiles which can self-assemble further through sticky-edge interactions

into 2D lattices and 3D architectures. [17,18,19] Such tiles are composed of rela-

tively few DNA sequences, reducing the sequence complexity and expense of

design and purification. Indeed, in some cases it has been possible to assemble

well-defined nanostructures from two or even only one DNA sequence. [20,21]

However, such methods entail a sacrifice in the degree of structural con-

trol attainable. Whereas DNA origami produces objects of precise shape

and dimension, there are no reported means to control the size of tile-based

structures – extension is limited only by the supply of repeating units and

their diffusion to the edges or by growth imperfections. Establishing proto-

cols to manipulate the size of such structures will be a critical step towards

their implementation as building blocks in more complex nanostructures and

applications.

Inspired by the use of emulsions as nanoreactors for PCR, [22] we report

here a strategy to control the size of self-assembled DNA nanostructures

based on repeating units through confinement within emulsion droplets. To

demonstrate this concept, we focus on the 52mer oligonucleotide (ODN)

Figure 2.1: Emulsion hybridization of DNA nanostructures. (a) Water-in-oil
emulsion is prepared from a buffer solution of DNA at the chosen concentration.
(b) Standard hybridization protocols are applied, yielding nanostructures of re-
stricted size.
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reported by the Mao group, which has been reported to form nanotubes of

up to 60 µm in length (see Section 2.4.1 for the sequence). [20] Confinement

within the droplets greatly limits the number of DNA strands available for

assembly of individual nanotubes, and the boundaries of the droplets may

also pose a barrier to nanotube extension. As a result, the morphologies of

the structures assembled within the reverse emulsion differ little from those

formed in solution, but their lengths are sharply limited.

2.2 Results and Discussion

2.2.1 Emulsification of DNA solution

The water-in-oil emulsion was formed according to reported procedures. [23]

The aqueous phase consisted of the DNA buffer solution, and the oil phase

was composed of mineral oil and a few additives (see Section 2.4.2 for exper-

imental details). The water phase was added dropwise to the oil phase under

stirring. The sizes of the droplets thus formed were characterized by optical

microscopy, yielding a mean diameter of 3.9 ± 1.7 µm (Figure 2.2).

2.2.2 Emulsion hybridization

Upon confinement of DNA solution within the emulsion droplets, the forma-

tion of self-assembled nanostructures is as straightforward as denaturing at

90 ◦C and cooling slowly to 4 ◦C. We first investigated this principle with

  

Figure 2.2: Characterization of emulsions. (a) Optical microscopy image and (b)
diameter distribution of the emulsion. Scale bar is 10 µm
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emulsions containing 1.0 µM 52mer ODN, reported to be the optimum con-

centration for DNA nanotube assembly. After a standard hybridization pro-

tocol, the DNA solution was separated from the oil phase by washing with

diethylether. The DNA structures in the aqueous phase were then charac-

terized by AFM and compared to a reference prepared in the absence of

oil.

In all but one key respect, the nanostructures formed in the emulsion are

remarkably similar to the reference material (Figure 2.3a-d). In both cases,

two distinct layers of material appear, one approximately consistent in height

with a single layer of double-stranded DNA – interpreted as nanoribbons –

and a second of slightly more than double the thickness – DNA nanotubes (see

Figure 2.7 for typical height profiles). The latter vary somewhat in thickness

and width within the population, but much like the reference material the

width remains constant along the contour length of individual nanotubes.

Indeed, the only significant difference is a drastic reduction in length (Figure

2.3e). The nanotubes formed in solution had a mean length of 3.19±1.86 µm,

with a broad distribution ranging from 0.5 to 13.5 µm. This is likely to be

an underestimate due to the tendency of the longer nanotubes to form large

interwoven bundles in which individual members cannot be distinguished or

quantified. Confinement within an emulsion droplet, however, resulted in

more regular structures with lengths of only 0.30 ± 0.11 µm and a range of

0.11 – 0.81 µm, over one order of magnitude shorter.

2.2.3 Length tuning

Clearly, then, limiting the quantity of DNA available for self-assembly rep-

resents an effective means to control nanostructure size. To investigate the

possibility of further tuning the length of the DNA nanotubes, we repeated

the emulsion hybridization procedure with two different ODN concentrations,

5.0 and 0.5 µM (see Figures 2.4a and 2.6 for representative AFM images).

At the lower concentration, we observed relatively poorly defined nanotubes

with a high proportion of small aggregates, but the structures identified were

indeed shorter than the 1.0 µM nanotubes by approximately 16% (Figure
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of solution and emulsion hybridization. (a) 1.0 µM
solution-hybridized reference nanotubes. 1.0 µM emulsion-hybridized material
showing (b) well-defined individual nanotubes, (c) typical nanotube clustering
behavior and (d) nanoribbon formation. Scale bars are 5 µm in (a) and 0.5
µm in (b-d). Vertical scale is 25 nm in all images. (e) Length distributions of
1.0 µM emulsion-hybridized (blue, population: 162) and solution-hybridized (red,
population: 301) species.

2.4b). On the other hand, the sample at the higher concentration yielded

well-defined nanotubes amidst a strong background of partially hybridized

material. They were far more sparsely dispersed and no longer showed a ten-
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Nanotube Length (μm)
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c

d

0.26 ± 0.11 µm

0.30 ± 0.11 µm

0.49 ± 0.27 µm

Figure 2.4: Length control through DNA concentration. (a) AFM image of a
typical 5.0 µM emulsion-hybridized nanotube. Scale bar is 0.25 µm and vertical
scale is 25 nm. Distributions and mean lengths for emulsion-hybridized DNA
nanotubes at (b) 0.5 µM, (c) 1.0 µM and (d) 5.0 µM. Total populations for 0.5 µM
and 5.0 µM statistics were 68 and 34, respectively. 1.0 µM data reproduced from
Figure 2.3.

dency to cluster together in small “carpets”, and the structures found were,

on average, 60% longer than those found at 1.0 µM (Figure 2.4d). To ensure

that this slightly different behavior is due only to concentration effects and

not the emulsion procedure, we prepared another control using 5.0 µM DNA

hybridized in solution. The images are again remarkably similar, save once

more for the nanotube length, further confirming that confinement within

emulsion droplets only affects the longitudinal extension of the nanostruc-

tures formed (see Figure 2.5 for characteristic AFM images).

2.3 Conclusions

In summation, we have demonstrated control over the length of self-

assembled DNA nanotubes through hybridization within the confined vol-

ume of emulsion droplets. By changing the amount of DNA available for

nanotube assembly within each droplet, we can further tune the size of the

structures formed without significantly altering the morphology. To the best

of our knowledge, this is the first technique for controlling the size of self-

assembled DNA nanostructures based on repeating motifs or sequences. The

application of this simple fabrication strategy to other structures, in particu-
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a b c

Figure 2.5: DNA nanotubes formed at 5.0 µM. (a) Typical emulsion-
hybridized nanotube amidst significant partially hybridized material. (b) Higher-
magnification scan of partially hybridized material. (c) Typical solution-hybridized
nanotube on a background of similar partially hybridized material. Note the pro-
portion of partially hybridized material to nanotubes was far greater for both 5.0
µM materials than for 1.0 µM, and the nanotubes showed no great tendency to
cluster. All scale bars are 0.5 µm and vertical scale is 25 nm.

lar tile-based assemblies, should result in materials potentially more suitable

for optical arrays, [11] nanomedicine, [10] and the assembly of more complex

nanomaterials.

Further studies should investigate the possibility of limiting the size of 2D

DNA structures and those requiring larger numbers of sequences. It is also

worth studying the effects of droplet size; presumably altering the confine-

ment volume would have size effects akin to those of concentration variation,

but perhaps without changing the quality of the structures formed or the

proportion of well-hybridized material. Along those lines, it is interesting

to note that the proportion of nanoribbons observed in emulsion-hybridized

samples seems generally higher than that in solution-hybridized controls. It

may be that emulsion confinement shifts the optimum concentration for for-

mation of the target nanostructure; the relation between morphology and

DNA concentration should also be studied in greater detail.

Regarding the utility of AFM for studying these materials, it is clearly

well suited to the comparison of one-dimensional growth. However, the

three-dimensional aspects of the material are considerably more problematic.

Though widely described as DNA nanotubes, these objects have never been

observed in a state resembling a tube. Rather, immobilization on surfaces and

compressive tip forces always lead to their flattening into double-layer rib-
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bons. While the height doubling and other morphological features described

above are sufficient to identify them as nanotubes, these observations reveal

precious little about the unperturbed structure in solution. The thickness

of these layers also bears mention: in all emulsion-hybridized samples, both

layers of material were notably thinner than their solution-hybridized ana-

logues (≈ 30%). From the data available in AFM topographical images, it is

not possible to determine the origin of this thinning, though one possibility is

a reduction of stiffness in smaller DNA structures. Another ambiguity that

arises due to surface immobilization is the noted proclivity of both solution-

and emulsion-hybridized DNA nanotubes to cluster into dense “carpets” on

the mica surface. Indeed, individually immobilized species are exceedingly

rare. It is possible that the nanotubes and nanoribbons are joined in solu-

tion, whether by shared DNA strands or complexation to divalent cations, or

physically entangled as they grow. It may also be that immobilization tends

to be centered around surface imperfections or follow a nucleation mecha-

nism. However, it is not possible to distinguish between these cases with

AFM alone. In short, then, AFM provides excellent qualitative and quan-

titative data about certian aspects of these DNA nanomaterials, but their

real structure and solution behavior remain in question and can likely only

be understood in combination with some other, non-invasive (i.e. optical)

technique.

2.4 Experimental Section

2.4.1 Materials and methods

Materials

To prepare a relatively large amount of DNA, we performed DNA synthesis in

104 µmol scale. Solvents and reagents for DNA synthesis were purchased from

Novabiochem (Merck, UK) and SAFC (Sigma-Aldrich, The Netherlands).

Solid supports, Primer Support� (200 µmol/g) from GE Healthcare, were

used for DNA synthesis in conjunction with ÄKTA oligopilot plus (GE

Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden). ÄKTA explorer (GE Healthcare, Uppsala,
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Sweden) was used for purification and analysis of DNA. Ultrapure water

(18 MΩ) dispensed through 0.22 µm membrane filter using arium® 611 UF

(Sartorius, The Netherlands) was used during all experiments.

After synthesis of the 52mer DNA (5’-CCA AGC TTG GAC TTC AGG

CCT GAA GTG GTC ATT CGA ATG ACC TGA GCG CTC A-3’), [20] the

crude mixture was desalted by HiTrapTM desalting (2 × 5 mL in series, GE

Healthcare) to get rid of small molecular weight materials. Subsequently, the

fractions were concentrated and purified by denaturing 15% polyacrylamide

gel electrophoresis (PAGE). During the purification, great care was taken

with regard to thermal and chemical denaturing due to the high self- and in-

terstrand complementarity. Prior to hybridization, extra salts were removed

by illustra� NAP columns (GE Healthcare).

Equipment and Techniques

DNA nanotube hybridization: As reported by Vogelstein and cowork-

ers, [23] emulsions containing DNA solution were divided into 200 µL aliquots

and hybridized in a thermocycler (Eppendorf). The mixtures were heated to

90 ◦C and slowly cooled to 4 ◦C (1 ◦C per 16 minutes).

Phase separation: After hybridization, each sample was diluted with 500

µL of diethyl ether and centrifuged for 10 minutes at 14000 rcf. The organic

phase was removed by pipette and discarded, and the washing procedure was

repeated three more times. The resulting aqueous phase was used for AFM

characterization without further purification.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM): All AFM measurements were per-

formed with a MultiMode 2 Scanning Force Microscope with Nanoscope IIIa

controller (Veeco) and a glass fluid cell. Silicon nitride cantilevers for Tap-

ping Mode in fluid (SNL, f0 = 40 – 75 kHz, k = 0.32 N/m) were purchased

from Veeco Probes (USA). V-1 grade mica plates for immobilization were

purchased from Electron Microscopy Sciences (USA). MgAc2 buffers were

prepared by diluting a 1 M stock solution (Sigma Aldrich) with ultrapure

water to the desired concentration. Sample preparation was as follows: a 1

µL droplet of DNA nanotube solution was deposited on freshly cleaved mica,
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and after 30 seconds 50 µL of hybridization buffer was added for imaging.

2.4.2 Preparation and characterization of emulsion

The oil phase of the emulsion was composed of 4.5% Span 80 (no. S6760,

Sigma), 0.40% Tween 80 (no. S-8074, Sigma), and 0.05% Triton X-100

(no. T9284, Sigma) in mineral oil (no. M-3516, Sigma). The water phase

consisted of 52mer ODN (0.5, 1.0 or 5.0 µM) in 1× hybridization buffer

(Tris base: 40 mM, pH 8.0; acetic acid: 20 mM; EDTA: 2 mM and MgAc2:

12.5 mM). 200 µL of the water phase was added dropwise to 400 µL of the

oil phase over the course of 1 min under stirring at 1400 rcf. Stirring was

further continued for 30 minutes. From the optical microscopy images of the

emulsion, 413 circular objects were selected by image processing software and,

where they deviated from perfect circularity, the diameter was determined

as the mean of major and minor elliptical axes.

2.4.3 Additional characterization of DNA nanotubes

Figure 2.6: Representative AFM height image of emulsion-hybridized nanotubes
formed at 0.5 µM. Note that they are relatively poorly defined, compared to those
at 1.0 and 5.0 µM. More nanotubes are observed, however, than for 5.0 µM. Scale
bar is 1.0 µm and vertical scale is 25 nm.
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Figure 2.7: Morphologies of emulsion-hybridized material. (a) Representative
AFM height image of 1.0 µM emulsion-hybridized DNA. Typical section analyses
for (b) partially-hybridized material, (c) nanoribbons and (d) nanotubes. Note the
similarity in height between partially hybridized material and nanoribbons, and
the doubling between nanoribbons and nanotubes. All scale bars are 0.25 µm and
vertical scale is 25 nm.
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Chapter 3

Tunable Hydrophobicity in

DNA Micelles: Design,

Synthesis and Characterization

of a New Family of DNA

Amphiphiles1

3.1 Introduction

While DNA on its own can be designed to self-assemble into beautiful and, as

shown above, even remarkably simple structures, the utility of this technique

for eventual applications is limited. In such materials, essentially all of the

DNA is hybridized to form a stable structure, leaving chemical modification

as the only means for functionalization. More useful are structures in which

the DNA remains single-stranded, as this enables facile functionalization

with incredibly diverse species through hybridization with the appropriately-

labeled cDNA. [24,25] Rather than DNA folding, then, a different strategy is

called for; another motif that allows self-assembly of well-defined nanoarchi-

1Parts of this chapter were accepted for publication as an article in Chemistry A
European Journal, Wiley

21
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tectures is the molecular amphiphile.

Amphiphilic molecules represent one of the fundamental building blocks

of self-assembled materials. They are able to form a variety of structures

of different morphology and size, depending on the hydrophobic volume and

the size of the head group as well as other variables such as concentration,

temperature, pH and solvent. Many such structures are present in nature

and play important roles in biological processes, for instance phospholipids

in the bilayers of cell membranes and intracellular vesicles. A range of these

self-assembled aggregates have been reproduced in vitro and employed for

potential applications such as nano-reactors, [26] gene therapy, [27,28] catalyst

encapsulation and drug delivery. [28,29,30,31]

A more recent development in this field is the generation of hybrid

micellar aggregates based on biopolymers, namely peptides and

oligonucleotides (ODNs), covalently attached to hydrophobic moieties such

as poly(ethylene glycol), [14,24] polystyrene, [32] linear and branched alkyl

chains, [33,34] poly(butyl acrylate) [35] and poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid). [36]

Among those hybrids, DNA-based materials are especially appealing

because of the sequence programmability, self-recognition and mechanical

properties of DNA, as well as its moderate resistance to degradation. [37] A

model system of DNA amphiphile, the DNA block copolymer, has shown

great potential for drug delivery. [25,38] Such micellar structures allow both

facile functionalization through DNA hybridization and internalization of

hydrophobic payloads. [39]

Another related class of amphiphile is based on low molecular weight hy-

drophobic groups attached to ODNs or individual nucleotides. The latter are

known as nucleolipids and have been extensively studied for their interactions

with membranes and potential biomedical applications [40] as well as their

supramolecular organization, both into monolayers [41] and micelles. [42,43,44]

The information content of these aggregates is limited by the presence of

only individual nucleosides, but nucleobases modified at the 5’-position with

a range of hydrophobic moieties have also been integrated into DNA se-

quences using solid phase synthesis. [45,46] The focus of these efforts, however,

was not on supramolecular aggregation but rather on the effect of distribution
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of hydrophobic moieties on duplex stability.

A more common motif for this class of DNA amphiphile is the termi-

nal functionalization along the sugar-phosphate backbone, for instance with

cholesterol [47] or long alkyl chains [48] for anchoring into lipid bilayers. An-

other such material containing pyrene and diacyllipid groups was recently

shown to form micelles, once more with an affinity for cell membranes. [49]

A final strategy utilizes solid phase DNA synthesis with custom phospho-

ramidites in which the bulky hydrophobic group completely replaces the nu-

cleobase. [50] It is clear, then, that micellar systems of DNA amphiphiles are

particularly under-investigated, with hardly any fundamental studies on the

role of the hydrophobic blocks of DNA amphiphiles, for instance in determin-

ing morphology, size, stability under dilution, or hybridization onto micelles.

In light of this, we report here the synthesis and characterization of a

family of DNA amphiphiles containing a hydrophobically modified nucle-

obase and an initial investigation of the influence of the positioning of these

groups on micellar properties. Specifically, dodec-1-yne (-C12H22) was at-

tached to the 5’-position of uracil to impart hydrophobicity, akin to reported

structures. [45,46] The design of this precursor (1) allows the precise and easy

introduction of hydrophobic units at arbitrary positions in a DNA sequence

via conventional solid-phase synthesis. Three asymmetric lipid-DNAs were

efficiently prepared through this synthetic procedure. They differed in the

number and positions of modified bases along a fixed 12 mer sequence (Fig-

ure 3.1), and all self-assembled into micelles at room temperature above

a Critical Micelle Concentration (CMC). The aggregates were studied with

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Poly-

acrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE) before and after hybridization with

complementary DNA (cDNA). A strong dependence of micellar size and dilu-

tion stability on the volume of hydrophobic units, as opposed to their location

in the sequence, was thereby revealed.
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3.2 Results and Discussion

3.2.1 Synthesis and micellization of lipid-DNA

A building block analogous to deoxyuridine (1) was synthesized, containing

5-dodec-1-ynyluracil with a dimethoxytrityl (DMT) group at the 5’-

and phosphoramidite at the 3’-position of the deoxyribonucleoside

(Figure 3.1a). [51] Three different 12 mer sequences were designed: U2M

(5’-TCCUUGGCGCAG-3’) and U2T (5’-UUTGGCGGATTC-3’) with

two modified uracil bases and U4T (5’-UUUUGCGGATTC-3’) with four

(U represents the modified uracil base, see Figure 3.1b). Conventional

solid-phase synthesis was employed using an automated DNA synthesizer.

The crude mixtures were purified by anion-exchange chromatography, with

the molecular weights of the isolated products measured by MALDI-TOF

mass spectrometry (Figure 3.8 in the Experimental Section below).

Analytical HPLC results of the crude lipid-DNAs showed efficient coupling

comparable to that attained with commercial unmodified DMT-nucleoside

phosphoramidite chemicals (Figure 3.9 in the Experimental Section below).

DNA 
synthesizer 

NH3
+ (aq.) 

a 

b 
Single- 
stranded (ss) 

Double- 
stranded (ds) 

5’- -3’ 

U2T 

cDNA 

5’- -3’ 

U2M 

cDNA 

5’- -3’ 

U4T 

cDNA 

55ºC 

1 

Figure 3.1: Synthetic scheme and representation of lipid-DNAs. (a) The pre-
cursor, 5-dodec-1-ynyluracil deoxyribo phosphoramidite (left) was used in conven-
tional solid-phase DNA synthesis (center) and the deprotection yielded lipid-DNA
(right). (b) Schematic representation of ss and ds lipid-DNA amphiphiles (U2M,
U2T, and U4T) investigated.
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Figure 3.2: Normalized absorption spectra of U4T (solid, λmax = 269 nm),
U2T (dashed, λmax = 265 nm), and DNA without modified base (dotted, λmax

= 261 nm).

Furthermore, the ratio of product to byproduct in the HPLC graphs was

shown to be exceptionally high. It turned out that the product band in

the chromatogram showed significantly better separation from impurities

than that of natural ODN, presumably due to the presence of dodec-1-ynyl

chains. Another effect of the modified nucleotides was found through UV

spectroscopy on the lipid-DNAs (Figure 3.2). The U2T and U4T spectra

showed broadened absorption bands and a bathochromic peak shift relative

to a reference DNA containing unmodified dU. The degree of broadening and

red shift corresponded well with the number of modified bases in the lipid-

DNAs. For further studies, the lipid-DNA solutions were heated to 95 ◦C

and subsequently cooled to r.t. to generate micelles of uniform size.

3.2.2 Morphological characterization: AFM and DLS

The morphologies of all the materials in this study were characterized by

AFM in Tapping Mode in fluid. This provided confirmation of micellization,

as well-defined round particles were observed on the mica surface in all cases

(Figure 3.3).

However, in spite of the close structural and chemical similarity of the

three lipid-DNAs used in this study, they exhibit markedly different responses
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b c a 

Figure 3.3: AFM height images of single-stranded (ss) lipid-DNA micelles (a)
U2M, (b) U2T and (c) U4T. Imaging conditions were optimized for each material
separately, see experimental section. All scale bars are 200 nm. Vertical scale is
20 nm.

to the complicated mixture of electrostatic interactions and vertical tip forces.

Indeed, wide variation in salt and lipid-DNA concentration is observed in

their optimum imaging conditions, as determined based on the coverage of

well-defined micellar objects on the surface. It is already acknowledged that

AFM is not an ideal tool for the quantitative characterization of soft micellar

materials, as surface immobilization and compressive forces from the tip

result in significantly reduced particle sizes. [52] A further complication with

the materials presented here and, presumably, other DNA-based micelles,

is the strong observed variation of particle size with the concentration of

immobilization salt and DNA material, in some cases by nearly 50% (see

Figure 3.11 for the size statistics and experimental conditions). Without a

systematic investigation of the effects of salt concentration, hydrophobicity

and material concentration on observed height, rigorous micelle size data can

not be extracted from AFM studies of such a family of amphiphilic materials

as presented here. In light of these considerations, the utility of AFM in this

study is restricted primarily to showing the presence of reasonably uniform

micelles and highlighting the contrasts between materials. For more reliably

quantitative characterization, the much less invasive technique of DLS was

employed.

Size distributions obtained from DLS yielded larger diameters than those

obtained by AFM, as expected, [49,53] and are presented in Figure 3.4. The

average hydrodynamic diameters for U2M, U2T and U4T were 7.6, 7.9,

and 6.7 nm, respectively. The diameter of U4T, containing four modified
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Figure 3.4: Dynamic light scattering (DLS) diameter distributions, analyzed by
number, of ss lipid-DNA micelles (a) U2M, (b) U2T and (c) U4T).

bases, is distinctly smaller (approximately 15%) than that of the lipid-DNAs

with only two modifications. This observation suggests that an increase in

the number of alkyl chains (of the same length) generates higher attractive

hydrophobic interactions, thereby favoring the exclusion of a greater volume

of polar head groups and water from the core, [54,55,56] which is reflected as a

reduction of the micelle size. On the other hand, the sizes of the sequences

containing two alkyl chains, whether in the middle (U2M) or at the terminus

(U2T), did not differ notably. Such a result suggests that the position of

the alkyl chains in these particularly short sequences has at most a weak

influence on morphology. This conclusion merits further investigation with a

family of longer sequences with the hydrophobic bases in a range of different

positions. The high-yield fully automated synthetic strategy presented here

would be well suited to such a study.

3.2.3 Determination of critical micelle concentration

The CMC affords a direct measurement of the resistance of a micellar sys-

tem to dissociation into unimers upon dilution, and it is commonly used to

evaluate the stability of micelles. [57,58] Indeed, the CMC can be viewed as

effectively equivalent to the free energy of micellization, [58] with low values

denoting particularly strong intermolecular interactions and favorable ag-

gregation. The CMC of lipid-DNAs was determined here by the internaliza-

tion and fluorescence of pyrene, a well-known hydrophobic probe. [36,59,60] The

pyrene concentration was maintained constant (0.6 µM) and the lipid-DNA

concentrations were varied from 0.5 g/L to 0.5 mg/L. From the fluorescence

spectra of pyrene (λex = 339 nm) (see Figure 3.14), the change in the in-
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Figure 3.5: The change of the intensity ratios (I3/I1) from pyrene fluorescence
(λex = 339 nm) as a function of the ss lipid-DNA concentration in water (U2M:
triangle, U2T: circle and U4T: square).

tensity ratio of the first and the third peak (I1 at 373 and I3 at 383 nm)

was analyzed. The I3/I1 ratio is dependent on the polarity of the pyrene

microenvironment and thus serves as a sensitive probe of the presence of

micelles. [61] I3/I1 was plotted against the logarithm of the lipid-DNA con-

centration, and the CMC was determined from the intersection of the lower

horizontal asymptote of the sigmoidal curve with the tangent at the inflection

point (Figure 3.5).

The CMC value decreased upon an increase in the number of lipid-

modified bases present in the sequence, from 7.9 and 8.1 (U2M and U2T,

respectively) to 5.4 mg/L (U4T). The relatively low CMC of U4T shows

that the micelles with four alkyl chains are more thermodynamically stable

and more readily formed than those with two, due to increased hydrophobic

interactions. Moreover, little difference was observed between the CMC val-

ues of U2M and U2T – apparently the proportion of hydrophobic moieties

in the sequence is by far the more important determinant of micellar stabil-

ity. Previously reported micelles based on DNA and diacyllipid groups, [49]

polypropylene oxide (PPO) [24] or poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid), [36] yielded

CMCs of 0.04–0.2, 5–6 and 10 mg/L, respectively. Although the CMCs of

the micelles described in this report are higher than that of ODN/diacyllipid

micelles, the values (5.4 to 8.1 mg/L) compare favorably with those of DNA

diblock copolymer micelles. [62] More significantly, the results suggest that the
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CMC can be easily tuned by the modular incorporation of the appropriate

number of modified nucleobases into the sequence. Further studies will be

necessary, however, to probe the full range and precision of such tuning.

3.2.4 Hybridization with complementary DNA

The primary utility of DNA-based micellar systems is the potential for func-

tionalization through DNA hybridization. [25,51] For this reason, complemen-

tary DNA was hybridized onto the corona of lipid-DNA micelles to study the

effects of this process on their physical characteristics. Successful hybridiza-

tion was confirmed using fluorescence measurements in the presence of an

asymmetric positively-charged cyanine dye, SYBR Green I (λem=525 nm).

This dye shows exponentially greater fluorescence upon preferential binding

to double-stranded (ds) DNA over ss DNA [63,64] with a sequence-specific re-

sponse [65] and is thus widely used for DNA staining. [66,67] Previous studies re-

ported the detection of DNA mutations using SYBR Green I, demonstrating

that the method is sufficiently sensitive to distinguish completely hybridized

Watson-Crick duplexes from unstable mismatches. [64] In light of this, SYBR

Green I fluorescence also allows a comparison between pristine ds DNA and

ds lipid-DNA to investigate the influence of the modified uracil bases with

alkyl chains on the completeness of hybridization.

U2M, U2T and U4T were hybridized with the respective cDNA se-

quences by annealing in a 1:1 molar ratio, and compared to a series of SYBR

Green I-containing control samples: ss lipid-DNA, pristine ss DNA, pristine

ds DNA and an unannealed mixture of ss lipid-DNA and its cDNA. All fluo-

rescence spectra were collected with the same concentration of SYBR Green

I (1×) and DNA (15 µM) in 1× TAE buffer (pH 8.5). Figure 3.6 exhibits

the results for each lipid-DNA and its controls.

For all three materials, SYBR Green I showed greater fluorescence in-

tensity after hybridization, demonstrating successful formation of lipid-DNA

duplexes. There is no significant intensity difference between ds lipid-DNA

and ds DNA; the slight decrease of the fluorescence intensity for lipid-DNA

versus pristine DNA can be attributed to molecular weight differences. The
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Figure 3.6: Fluorescence spectra in lipid-DNA duplexes. (a) U2M, (b) U2T
and (c) U4T) in the presence of SYBR Green I and their corresponding controls.
Control (d): Lipid-DNA and the cDNA were hybridized by heating the mixture
to 95 ◦C and subsequent cooling down to r.t. in 2 h. Control (e): Same mixture
as (d) but without the thermal treatment.

close agreement between the peak intensities indicates complete hybridiza-

tion was accomplished along the full sequence. Additionally, there is clear

blue shift (approximately 6 nm for U2M and U2T and 10 nm for U4T)

of the peaks of modified DNA relative to those of pristine DNA. Such a

hypsochromic shift was observed in a previous study with benzimidocarbo-

cyanine dyes containing N-alkyl chains and the effect was attributed in part

to the local hydrophobic environment. [68] The hydrophobicity of the modified

base may play a similar role in the photophysical behavior observed here, but

further investigations with a series of lipid-modified phosphoramidite precur-

sors are required to conclusively determine the origin of this phenomenon.

Regardless, from the SYBR Green I fluorescence result it is unambiguous

that the lipid-DNAs have the full ability to hybridize.

The hybridization properties of the materials were further analyzed by
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!
Figure 3.7: PAGE (20%) of ss and ds lipid-DNAs. Lane 1: Ultra low range ladder,
Lane 2: U2M, Lane 3: U2T, Lane 4: U4T, Lanes 5-7: hybridization products of
U4T, U2M and U2T with their corresponding complementary sequence (cDNA),
and Lane 8: unmodified 12mer DNA sequence (control).

20% PAGE (Figure 3.7). The gel shows discrete bands under ethidium bro-

mide staining, corresponding to the hybridization products of the lipid-DNA

with their respective cDNA (lanes 5, 6 and 7). The electrophoretic mobilities

in these lanes differ significantly from those of the starting materials (lanes

2, 3 and 4), another indication of successful duplex formation. Indeed, in

none of the lanes for ds lipid-DNA is residual ss starting material visible –

virtually all of the material must thus be hybridized. Additionally, it was

observed that increased incorporation of hydrophobic chains in the DNA se-

quences resulted in lower migration in the gel, relative to unmodified ODNs.

Previous studies of spermine-modified DNA have revealed similar behavior

in PAGE. [69,70] Here, though, the mobility retardation is not due to charge

neutralization but rather increased molecular weight or hydrophobic inter-

actions with the gel matrix. Furthermore, the extreme retardation of U4T

and its hybridization product suggests that the hydrophobic interactions be-

tween these molecules are so strong that micelles are present even in the

electrophoresis conditions. [49] In any case, the well-resolved bands in the gel

provide a clear additional confirmation of successful hybridization.
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3.2.5 Morphological characteristics of ss and ds lipid-

DNA

After the confirmation of lipid-DNA hybridization by fluorescence spec-

troscopy and electrophoresis, the morphology and CMC of the ds lipid-DNA

amphiphiles were characterized by AFM, DLS and pyrene solubilization.

Once more, well-defined round structures were observed in AFM (Figure

3.12), indicating that DNA duplex formation does not hinder micellization.

It should be noted that the slight increase of particle sizes observed in AFM

for U2T and U4T (Table 3.1) does not necessarily reflect growth of the mi-

celles, as the increased persistence length of ds DNA versus ss DNA [13,71,72]

also results in greater resistance of the micelles to compression under the

AFM tip.

Thus, DLS is again the preferred method here to evaluate the sizes of

the micelles. As shown in Table 3.1, all micelles revealed only a slight

increase in diameter upon hybridization, as is consistent with reports on

other DNA amphiphile micelles. [25] This is to be expected, since the close

confinement of the negatively-charged ss DNA strands in the corona leads

to high electrostatic repulsion and consequent extension into solution. Thus

the additional rigidity imparted by hybridization does not necessarily result

in significant lengthening of the DNA. The micelles of U4T are somewhat

smaller than those with fewer alkyl chains, indicating that the degree of

hydrophobicity remains the major factor in determining micelle size even

after hybridization. Likewise, the stability of the hybridized micelles appears

to still be dominated by the number of hydrophobic groups, with no signifi-

cant change in molar CMC observed after hybridization.

3.3 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have presented the synthesis of a modified nucleotide and

its precise modular incorporation into short ODN sequences using automated

solid phase DNA synthesis. The three lipid-DNA molecules characterized
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CMC 2 Diameter by Height by
Lipid-DNA (mg/L) DLS (nm) AFM (nm)

ss ds ss ds ss ds

U2M 7.9 15.1 7.6 ± 2.1 8.1 ± 2.7 7.3 ± 1.9 6.9 ± 2.2
U2T 8.1 15.8 7.9 ± 2.6 8.3 ± 3.9 5.1 ± 1.4 7.9 ± 3.6
U4T 5.4 10.2 6.7 ± 2.5 7.3 ± 1.9 4.2 ± 0.9 6.6 ± 1.2

Table 3.1: Characteristics of ss and ds lipid-DNA micelles. 2 Note that higher
CMC of ds samples is due to the molar mass of hybridized cDNA. The conversion
into molar CMC is presented in Table 3.2.

here contained either two or four dodec-1-ynyluracil units at different posi-

tions in the sequence, and all formed micelles at room temperature. Investi-

gation of micellar size and stability showed that these parameters primarily

depend on the degree of hydrophobicity, with the greater number of dodec-

1-ynyl chains resulting in smaller, thermodynamically more stable micelles.

In contrast, the position of hydrophobic units in the short ODN proved to

have little influence. The alkyl chains were not found to interfere with DNA

hybridization, and the same trends in micelle characteristics were observed

for double-stranded micelles.

The more significant outcome of this modified base method, though, is

the ability to systematically introduce well-defined hydrophobic nucleotides

into DNA amphiphiles and thereby alter their supramolecular properties.

This study represents the first such investigation of the fundamental role of

hydrophobic moieties in determining aggregation behavior in ODN micelle

systems. Further application of this strategy may eventually allow precise

tuning of these structures and their physical properties. Systematic studies of

a broad range of DNA amphiphiles differing only the number, size or position

of hydrophobic moieties should result in a comprehensive understanding of

the fundamental relationship between molecular structure and supramolec-

ular morphology and properties. This, in turn, could lead to powerful new

applications for these materials. For instance, analogous to other amphiphilic

structures, [73] it should be possible to form self-assembled nanofibers covered

with DNA and able to template chemical reactions using reactive groups
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introduced into the nucleobases. [74]

From the data presented above and in Section 3.4.4, though, it appears

that AFM may not be the best technique to charaterize these new materials.

It is clear that the micelles are significantly affected by salt and monomer

concentration, with dramatic changes in size, surface coverage and propor-

tion of material incorporated into aggregates. Such variation already makes

it difficult at best to evaluate the inherent characteristics of the structures,

as any object observed is strongly perturbed by a complex interplay of hy-

drophobic, electrostatic, surface and tip forces. A greater problem, though,

is that each of the materials described above responds differently to par-

ticular imaging conditions, such that even trends identified from comparing

identically-prepared samples are of ambiguous veracity without confirmation

from other types of measurement. It is thus conceivable that when the family

of such DNA amphiphiles is extended to comprehensively study molecular

parameter-morphology relations, no single set of imaging conditions will be

found suitable for observing all species. The net result, then, is that however

widely AFM has been applied to the characterization of soft supramolecular

aggregates and however useful it may be for determing whether a material

forms micelles, it is not suitable for extensive quantitative studies of DNA

amphiphiles – and possibly other soft materials – unless used in concert with

other, less invasive characterization techniques.

3.4 Experimental Section

3.4.1 Materials and methods

Solvents and reagents for DNA synthesis were purchased from Novabiochem

(Merck, UK) and SAFC (Sigma-Aldrich, Netherlands). Primer Support�

dC and dG (200 µmol/g) from GE Healthcare were used as solid supports

during DNA synthesis. Other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich

(Germany) and used without further purification. During all experiments,

ultra pure water (18.2 MΩ), purified by MilliQ-Millipore system (Millipore,

Germany) or arium® 611 UF (Sartorius, The Netherlands), was used.
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3.4.2 DNA synthesis and characterization

Synthesis of the modified phosphoramidite

The modified 5-dodec-1-ynyluracil containing phosphoramidite (1) was syn-

thesized in three steps as reported in a previous study by our group. [51]

Synthesis of lipid-DNA

The three lipid-DNAs (U2M, U2T and U4T) were synthesized employing

an ÄKTA Oligopilot DNA synthesizer (GE Healthcare). ÄKTA explorer

(GE Healthcare) was used for purification and analysis of the DNA materials

employing anion exchange chromatography using HiTrap� Q HP 5 mL and

1 mL (GE Healthcare) under gradient of buffer A (25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0)

and buffer B (25 mM Tris-HCl and 1.0 M NaCl, pH 8.0).

The modified 5-dodec-1-ynyluracil-containing phosphoramidite (1, 7 g)

was dissolved in dry acetonitrile (52 mL) to adjust the concentration to

0.15 M, in the presence of 3Å molecular sieve. The acetonitrile solution

was directly connected to the DNA synthesizer prior to starting the DNA

synthesis. The U2M, U2T and U4T synthesis was performed in 50 µmol

scale.

General procedure: after every detritylation step, 1.5 equivalents of the

nucleoside phosphoramidite were passed through the column reactor and

further recycled for 3 min (coupling and recycling steps). Subsequently

oxidation and capping steps were performed.

Mass spectrometry

Molecular weights of the DNA amphiphiles were determined using matrix-

assisted laser desorption/ionization time of flight (MALDI-TOF) spectrom-

etry. The spectra were recorded on a Bruker MALDI-TOF (Reflex-TOF)

mass spectrometer. For the MALDI-TOF mass spectra of the different DNA

sequences the following matrix was employed: 20 mg 3-hydroxypicolinic acid,

2 mg picolinic acid, 3 mg ammonium citrate, 0.5 mL of a mixture of ultra
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Figure 3.8: MALDI-TOF spectra of the lipid-DNAs. (a) U2M (found: 3940
g/mol, calculated: 3938 g/mol). (b) U2T (found: 3969 g/mol, calculated: 3968
g/mol). (c) U4T (found: 4244 g/mol, calculated: 4244 g/mol)

pure water/acetonitrile (7:3); ratio sample: matrix = 1:2 (v/v). The concen-

tration of the DNA solution was 20 µM.

Analytical anion exchange (AIEX) chromatography

Analytical AIEX chromatography was performed using a HiTrap� Q HP 1

mL column (GE Healthcare) through linear gradient using buffer A (25 mM

Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) and buffer B (25 mM Tris-HCl and 1.0 M NaCl, pH 8.0).

According to each analytical chromatogram of DNA-amphiphile, HiTrap�

Q HP 5 mL was used during purification of the crude mixtures.
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Figure 3.9: AIEX elution graphs of the crude reaction mixtures. (a) U2M. (b)
U2T. (c) U4T. (d) Pristine 12mer with same sequence. The product fraction
of each crude mixture is marked. Numbers beside the fraction represent the
percentage of product area versus total area integrated from the elugram.

UV spectroscopy of the lipid-DNAs
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Figure 3.10: UV spectra (not normalized) of U4T (solid, λmax = 269 nm), U2T
(dashed, λmax = 265 nm), and DNA without modified base (dotted, λmax = 261
nm).
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3.4.3 Micellization

The micelles were prepared by heating the lipid-DNA solutions (2.5 mg/mL)

in ultrapure water to 95 ◦C and then cooling them down to room temperature

overnight.

3.4.4 Characterization of DNA micelles

AFM preparation and measurement

All AFM measurements were performed with a MultiMode 2 Scanning

Force Microscope with Nanoscope IIIa controller (Veeco), operating in Tap-

ping Mode using a standard fluid cell and SNL cantilevers (f0=40–75kHz,

k=0.32N/m, Veeco Probes, USA). Single-stranded lipid-DNA micelles were

prepared for statistical height analysis as follows. A 50 µL droplet of 500

µM lipid-DNA solution in 500 µM MgAc2 was deposited on freshly cleaved

mica and allowed to equilibrate for 90 minutes. Excess solution was gently

shaken off and the sample was covered with 50 µL of ultrapure water for im-

mediate imaging. This procedure resulted in reasonably well-formed micelles

for all materials, but the concentration, salt conditions and rinsing protocol

were further optimized for each lipid-DNA separately to yield the images

presented in Figure 3.3.

For the study of single-stranded versus double-stranded lipid-DNA mi-

celles, different conditions were employed for each lipid-DNA. For U2M, a

50 µL droplet of a 10 µM solution of lipid-DNA in 500 µM MgAc2 was de-

posited on freshly cleaved mica and allowed to equilibrate for 20 minutes.

Images were then collected. For U2T, a freshly cleaved mica surface was

covered with 40 µL of 5 mM MgAc2 and blown dry after 5 minutes. A 50

µL droplet of a 50 µM solution of lipid-DNA in ultrapure water was then

deposited on the surface and allowed to equilibrate for 90 minutes. Excess

solution was gently shaken off and replaced with 50 µL of ultrapure water

for immediate imaging. For U4T, a freshly cleaved mica surface was covered

with 40 µL of 5 mM MgAc2 and blown dry after 5 minutes. A 50 µL droplet

of a 1.3 µM solution of lipid-DNA in ultrapure water was then deposited
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Figure 3.11: AFM size histograms of identically prepared ss DNA amphiphile
aggregates. (a) U2M (5.2 ± 1.3 nm). (b) U2T (4.2 ± 2.0 nm). (c) U4T (4.2 ±
0.2 nm).

on the surface and allowed to equilibrate for 20 minutes. Images were then

collected.

AFM comparison of of ss and ds micelles

In order to compare the height of the ss and ds DNA amphiphiles (measured

by AFM), the ss and ds materials were prepared under the same conditions.

U2M: A freshly cleaved mica surface was covered with 40 µL of 5 mM MgAc2

and blown dry after 5 minutes. Subsequently, 50 µL of a 10 µM solution of

the material in 500 µM MgAc2 was deposited on fresh mica and allowed to

incubate for 20 minutes. Images were then collected (Figure 3.12, row 1).

U2T: A freshly cleaved mica surface was covered with 40 µL of 5 mM MgAc2

and blown dry after 5 minutes. Subsequently, 50 µL of a 50 µM solution of the

material in ultra pure water was then immediately deposited on the surface

and allowed to incubate for 20 minutes. Images were collected for ≈1 hour,

and the excess solution was gently shaken off and replaced with 50 µL ultra

pure water, after which these images were collected (Figure 3.12, row 2).

U4T: A freshly cleaved mica surface was covered with 40 µL of 5 mM MgAc2

and blown dry after 5 minutes. Subsequently, 50 µL of a 1.3 µM solution

of the material in ultra pure water was then immediately deposited on the

surface and allowed to incubate for 20 minutes. Images were then collected

(Figure 3.12, row 3).
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 Figure 3.12: AFM images and size histograms of the DNA micelles before and

after hybridization with the corresponding cDNAs

3.4.5 DLS measurements

The size distribution of the ss- and ds micelles was determined by DLS at

room temperature and at a scattering angle of 90 ◦ using a ZetaSizer 3000HS
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Figure 3.13: DLS diameter distributions, analyzed by number. (a) Diameter
distribution histograms of ds lipid-DNA micelles. (b) Gaussian-fitted curves (red:
ss lipid-DNA, blue: ds lipid-DNA) of hydrodynamic size correlation data obtained
from DLS measurement.

(Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK) equipped with a He-Ne ion laser

(633 nm). All the solutions (2.5 mg/mL) were filtered through a 0.45 µm

filter before the experiment and were heated up to 95 ◦C and cooled down

to room temperature overnight. The correlation function was analyzed by

the CONTIN method and the number intensity distribution was chosen for

evaluation of the data.

3.4.6 CMC determination

A fixed amount of pyrene was dissolved in acetone and added to several

test tubes. The acetone was allowed to evaporate at 45 ◦C for 4 h and

DNA amphiphile solutions (concentrations ranging from 0.0005 to 0.5 g/L)

were added, yielding a final pyrene concentration of 0.6 µM. The solutions

were incubated at 95 ◦C for 10 min in the dark and slowly cooled to room

temperature overnight. The fluorescence spectra were recorded at room

temperature using an excitation wavelength of 339 nm. The fluorescence

spectrum was measured using a Fluoroscan FL 3095 spectrometer (J & M,

Germany).
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Figure 3.14: Fluorescence spectra (λex = 339 nm) of pyrene-loaded U2T micelles
(pyrene concentration: 0.6 µM) at different U2T concentrations. Fluorescence
spectra of the other pyrene-loaded micelles are not shown (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3
for CMC determination of all micellar structures).
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Figure 3.15: The change of the intensity ratio I3/I1 from pyrene fluorescence
(λex = 339 nm) as a function of the ds lipid-DNA concentration in ultra pure
water (U2M: triangle, U2T: circle and U4T: square).

3.4.7 DNA hybridization

The hybridization was carried out by dissolving ss lipid-DNA and the corre-

sponding complementary sequences (molar ratio 1:1) in a solution containing

TAE buffer (0.5×), NaCl (100 mM) and MgCl2 (60 mM). The mixture was

heated to 95 ◦C and was slowly cooled to room temperature (1 ◦ per 16 min).

The hybridization was performed by a thermocycler (Biometra GmbH, Ger-

many).
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lipid-DNA I3/I1 of ss lipid-DNA I3/I1 of ds lipid-DNA4

c (g/L)3 log c U2M U2T U4T U2M U2T U4T

0.0005 -3.30 0.510 0.503 0.513 0.536 0.520 0.543
0.001 -3.00 0.518 0.509 0.503 0.539 0.529 0.539
0.0025 -2.60 0.523 0.520 0.522 0.542 0.532 0.549
0.005 -2.30 0.521 0.521 0.539 0.539 0.531 0.581
0.01 -2.00 0.585 0.572 0.646 0.610 0.580 0.674
0.025 -1.60 0.732 0.728 0.803 0.760 0.741 0.850
0.05 -1.30 0.849 0.842 0.916 0.881 0.862 0.961
0.1 -1.00 0.911 0.934 0.969 0.951 0.920 1.016
0.5 -0.30 0.965 0.979 1.011 1.011 0.969 1.021

Table 3.2: The change of the intensity ratio (I3/I1) from pyrene fluorescence (λex
= 339 nm) for varied concentrations of the ss and ds lipid-DNA. 3In this column,
g/L only represents the used concentration of each DNA-lipid. Weight concen-
tration of ds DNA-lipids were omitted for clarity due to the different molecular
weights of three cDNAs. 4An equimolar cDNA was hybridized with the corre-
sponding lipid-DNA prior to the fluorescence measurement.

Table 3.3: Molar CMC of ss and ds lipid-DNA micelles

lipid-DNA CMC (10−6M)
ss ds

U2M 2.01 2.01
U2T 2.04 2.09
U4T 1.27 1.29

3.4.8 SYBR green I experiments

SYBR green I (in 1× TAE buffer, pH 8.5) was added to each DNA sample

(15 µM) to give a final SYBR green concentration of 1×. The solutions

were mixed vigorously for some minutes and the fluorescence spectrum was

measured immediately using a Fluoroscan FL 3095 spectrometer (J & M,

Germany).
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3.4.9 Gel electrophoresis

To prepare 20% native polyacrlyamide gel 6.4 mL acrylamide/bisacrylamide

(19:1) (40%), 1.3 mL 10×TBE, 500 µL of 3% ammonium peroxodisulfate

((NH4)2S2O8) solution, 7.4 mL ultra pure water and 15 µL TEMED were

mixed and the solution was immediately poured between the glass plates

until gel polymerization. PAGE was stained with ethidium bromide and UV

transillumination was at 260 nm.



Chapter 4

DNA-Functionalized Blend

Micelles: Mix and Fix

Polymeric Hybrid

Nanostructures1

4.1 Introduction

Future applications of DNA amphiphiles along the lines described above,

even if they are tuned to have a low CMC, will probably always be lim-

ited by their susceptibility to breakdown under dilution. This is of par-

ticular concern for drug delivery, one of the most promising applications

for micellar systems, as injection into the bloodstream represents a signif-

cant dilution. The method below presents a new technique to improve the

stability of DNA-based micelles by chemically cross-linking cargo molecules

inside the hydrophobic core, thereby physically locking the individual DNA

amphiphiles (in this case DNA block copolymers) into place. This process

simultaneously addresses another potential concern for DNA-based micelles.

These objects typically have an extremely high charge density, which can

1Parts of this chapter were published as an article in Chemical Communications, Royal
Society of Chemistry

45
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provoke an adverse biological response or result in osmotic shock, but the

cross-linking procedure results in mixed micelles in which the amount of

DNA (i.e. charge) can be tuned. Furthermore, the DNA strands that are

incorporated are mixed with poly(ethyleneoxide) (PEO) chains, the known

biocompatibility of which may impart a desirable “stealth” quality.

Amphiphilic block copolymers have long been the subject of intense study

for their supramolecular aggregation properties, especially with regard to po-

tential pharmaceutical applications. [75,76] One family of these materials, the

Pluronic� block copolymers, composed of PEO and poly(propyleneoxide)

(PPO) blocks with triblock structure PEOn-PPOm-PEOn, have received par-

ticular attention for their tunable, thermally responsive aggregation behav-

ior. The micellization and gelation behavior of Pluronic block copolymers

has been described elsewhere; [77] here it is sufficient to note that the process

is governed by a critical micellization concentration (CMC) and critical mi-

cellization temperature (CMT) specific to each Pluronic species. In part due

to the known biocompatibility of PEO chains, Pluronic block copolymers

are strong candidates for biomedical applications, both for the bioactivity

of the unimers and the possibility to load hyrdophobic drugs into the mi-

celle core. [78] The micelles can be cross-linked either at the periphary of the

corona [79] or within the core [80] to stabilise them against dilution and low

temperature. The primary limitation to Pluronic-based drug delivery is the

difficulty of targeting – Pluronic micelles can only be equipped with target-

ing moieties through chemical modification of the terminal hydroxy groups

of the polymer. [81]

Another class of amphiphilic block copolymers with great biomedical po-

tential is the DNA block copolymers (DBCs), consisting of single- or double-

stranded DNA covalently attached to polymer units. [82] In aqueous media,

amphiphilic DBCs also self-assemble into aggregates or micelles with a hy-

drophobic core and a hydrophilic DNA corona, which can be used for ad-

dressable functionalization through simple hybridization with complemen-

tary DNA (cDNA) covalently linked to the desired moiety. [36,38] A powerful

potential application for this technique within the pharmaceutical sphere is

targeting, as has been demonstrated with tumor cells. [25] In vivo applications
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are limited, though, by the instability of the micelles against dilution.

We report here on the combination of these two classes of materials (Fig-

ure 4.1), represented by DNA-b-PPO (22PPO), a PPO block (MW = 6800

g/mol) covalently connected to the 5’-end of a 22-base single-stranded DNA

(5’-CCT CGC TCT GCT AAT CCT GTT A-3’), and Pluronic F127. The

latter was selected for the comparable sizes of the hydrophobic block and

micellar structure to those of 22PPO. [24,83] These aggregates combine the

potential for intramicellar cross-linking of Pluronic with the facile function-

alizability of DBCs, allowing the formation of stable micelles with easy tar-

geting capabilities and thereby addressing two of the current drawbacks of

the individual components. It is also expected that the PEO corona should

shield the DNA backbone and thus improve immunocompatibility. The re-

sulting mixed micelles were characterized with UV/Vis and fluorescence spec-

troscopy, AFM, Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) and transmission

electron microscopy (TEM).

  

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the mixed micelle architecture and chemical structures
of the polymeric components. (a) PEO block of Pluronic. (b) DNA block of DBC.
(c) PPO blocks of Pluronic or DBC. (d) and (e) Probes at 5’- and 3’- ends of the
complementary DNA, respectively. (f) Hydrophobic compound loaded into the
hydrophobic core. (g) Cross-linked nanodomains of PETA in the core.
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4.2 Results and Discussion

4.2.1 Stabilization using PETA

Before forming blend micelles, we investigated the stabilization of the in-

dividual components through UV-induced cross-linking of pentaerythrytol

tetraacrylate (PETA) using a pyrene solubilization method. [84] F127 and

22PPO were prepared and stabilized as per reported procedures, [80,85] and

stored overnight at 4 ◦C. Only the stabilized F127 samples retained well-

resolved pyrene fluorescence; though 22PPO can be loaded with pyrene or

other hydrophobic moluecules, PETA uptake and/or polymerization is inef-

fective in pure DBC micelles (see Section 4.4.2 for sample preparation and

absorption and UV/Vis spectra).

The same procedure was subsequently repeated with a mixture of F127

and 22PPO solutions in a 5:1 molar ratio (final concentrations 800 µM F127

and 160 µM 22PPO). The micelles were loaded with PETA and pyrene and

photo-crosslinked. Whereas pure 22PPO micelles could not retain pyrene

after storage below the CMT, the blended solution showed characteristic

pyrene fluorescence peaks, i.e. micelles were successfully stabilized (see Fig-

ure 4.5b). It should be noted that this cross-linking represents only a kinetic

barrier to dissociation—after several weeks of storage, the stabilized blend

micelle solutions began to form a white precipitate, and pyrene fluorescence

could no longer be observed (data not shown).

4.2.2 AFM investigation of micellar species

All of the materials utilised in this study were analysed using AFM in Tapping

Mode in air (see Section 4.4.3 for sample preparation), to confirm the micellar

structure and incorporation of DBC. Pure F127 micellar solution in the

absence of PETA showed only shapeless smears (data not shown), in stark

contrast to the well-resolved spherical aggregates found in internally cross-

linked F127 micelles (Figure 4.2a). As expected, immobilization was much

more effective for DNA-containing materials than for the neutral Pluronic

micelles; in the images of 22PPO, markedly more material is visible on
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a c 

b 

Figure 4.2: Tapping Mode AFM images of micellar materials. (a) Stabilized
F127, 160 µM, coverage: 39 aggregates / µm2. (b) Pure 22PPO, 32 µM, coverage:
87 aggregates / µm2. (c) Stabilized blend, 160 µM F127 and 32 µM 22PPO,
coverage: 562 aggregates / µm2. Concentrations refer to solutions incubated on
mica slide. Scale bars are 100 nm and vertical scale is 20 nm.

the surface in spite of the 80% reduction in molar concentration (Figure

4.2b). Relatively few well-formed micelles could be observed in these samples

because the materials could not be stabilized with PETA. The combination

of both materials results in a sharp increase in the population of well-defined,

and thus stabilized, aggregates (Figure 4.2c). This high coverage cannot be

attributed to 22PPO alone, and pure F127 micelles adhere poorly to the

surface even when stabilized, thus these AFM results indicate the formation

of stabilized micelles blending 22PPO and F127.

4.2.3 FRET on dye-labeled micelles

The mixed nature of the micelles and the accessibility of the DNA in the

corona were investigated with intermolecular FRET experiments between

TAMRA and FAM (see Section 4.4.5 for the full names and reference spectra

of the fluorescent probes). To this end, F127 was labeled with TAMRA (Sec-

tion 4.4.4) and mixed micelles were formed without PETA stabilization using

an 8:1:2 ratio of F127:F127-TAMRA:22PPO. Fluorescence was monitored

under excitation at 440 nm after the addition of equimolar cDNA (relative to
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TAMRA) functionalized with FAM at the 3’- or 5’- end (Figure 4.3a and b).

In a control with no 22PPO present and thus only diffusion-controlled en-

counters between TAMRA and FAM, the intensity ratio of TAMRA to FAM

fluorescence was I583/I523 = 0.81. For mixed micelles and FAM-3’-cDNA,

which affords the closest average approach of cDNA and F127 functionalities,

this intensity ratio increased to 1.06, a significant enhancement of relative

TAMRA fluorescence (≈30%) for such a dynamic micellar system. In con-

trast, the same system with FAM-5’-cDNA, which results in a greater and

more variable TAMRA-FAM separation on average, yielded no change in rel-

ative intensities: in the presence and absence of 22PPO, we found I583/I523

= 0.60.2

As such, these data are strongly indicative not only of successful mixing

of F127 and 22PPO in single micelles, but also of the distance control

attainable through functionalization via DNA hybridization. This degree of

control is due to the ability of 22PPO to link between two key interactions

for supramolecular organization. The first is the hydrophobic interaction

  

Figure 4.3: FRET analysis of blend micelles. (a) FAM-3’-cDNA with TAMRA-
F127 (red) and TAMRA-F127-22PPO blend (blue). (b) FAM-5’-cDNA with
TAMRA-F127 (red) and TAMRA-F127-22PPO blend (blue). In all cases λex
= 440 nm.

2The discrepancy between the fluorescence intensity ratios in the control experiments
can be attributed to the different local electronic environment of the dye in 5’- versus
3’-functionalization and the resulting changes in quantum efficiency and spectral charac-
teristics.
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between the PPO blocks of F127 and 22PPO, which allows 22PPO to be

incorporated into F127 micelles. The other is Watson-Crick base pairing

between the DNA block of 22PPO and its functionalized complement, en-

abling the positioning of FAM at the outer edge of the corona or at the

hydrophobic-hydrophilic interface, as in the case of FAM-3’-cDNA.

4.2.4 Labeling blend micelles with Au-NPs

As a final demonstration of the versatility of this system, we introduced

markedly larger moieties – 5 nm gold nanoparticles (Au-NPs) – to stabilized

mixed micelles using the same simple hybridization procedure. Au-NPs con-

jugated with single cDNA molecules were prepared according to a published

protocol (Section 4.4.6). [86] The resulting hybridized structures were investi-

gated with AFM and TEM. As expected, the AFM results, and particularly

the phase data (Figure 4.4a), showed clear grouping of gold particles into

numerous tight aggregates with sharp internal boundaries not detected in

pristine micelles.

This observation was supported with TEM results (Figure 4.4b), where

the high contrast of Au allowed unambiguous confirmation of inorganic

nanoparticle clustering. Indeed, the distribution of nearest-neighbor sepa-

rations of the particles visible in this scan sharply differs from the same dis-

tribution for simulated random particles, exhibiting a stronger tendency for

small separations (Figure 4.4c and Section 4.4.7). Furthermore, this aggrega-

tion is clearly centered on the micelles – fully 38% of the Au-NPs are located

in the immediate vicinity of the 106 best-defined micelles (dark shadows vis-

ible under negative staining conditions), covering only 10% of the total scan

area (Figure 4.11b). In short, DNA in the corona allows the combination of

soft and hard materials, including high-contrast agents (e.g. gold) for TEM

imaging, with potential implications for particle tracking.
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Figure 4.4: Characterization of mixed micelle-Au-NP aggregates. (a) Tapping
Mode AFM phase image. Inset : 2× zoom phase image showing distinct bound-
aries between aggregate members. (b) Representative TEM image showing high-
contrast Au-NPs and weak contrast due to micelles. Inset : 2.5× zoom image of
the same region. (c) Nearest-neighbor separation histograms and percentage of
total particle count extracted from TEM data (left bar, square) and randomly
generated particle distribution (right bar, triangle). Scale bars are 200 nm in full
images and 100 nm in insets.

4.3 Conclusions

In summary, we have generated micelles containing a mixture of both

Pluronic F127 block copolymer and a DNA block copolymer. These mi-

celles were stabilized by the UV-induced formation of a semiinterpenetrating

network in the core, as confirmed by fluorescence studies with pyrene load-

ing and AFM measurements of mixed micelles. AFM images also indicated

the successful inclusion of DNA materials into the micelles. The mixed na-

ture of these micelles was further demonstrated with FRET studies between

FAM-cDNA conjugates and TAMRA-labeled F127. These results and the
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controlled aggregation of Au-NPs through DNA hybridization also showed

the general availability of the DNA in the corona for further functionalization.

Indeed, such functionalization even affords a degree of distance control, as

demonstrated by the marked improvement in FRET efficiency when micelles

are labeled with FAM-3’-cDNA versus FAM-5’-cDNA. The demonstrated in-

corporation of 22PPO allows the combination of facile functionalization and

targeting, the hallmark of DBC micelles, with the biocompatibility and ease

of stabilization of F127. This novel pairing addresses fundamental obstacles

to the application of both constituent materials and paves the way to further

in vivo studies of immunogenicity, circulation time and targeted delivery

with this material. The full potential of the material cannot be realized,

though, until additional comprehensive investigations are performed on the

time-, temperature- and dilution-stability of the cross-linked particles. Of

particular interest is long-term breakdown of the cross-linking, as this could

allow gradual drug release.

The utility of AFM imaging was also highlighted in this study. Whereas

in Chapter 3 the strong and variable effects of AFM sample preparation made

rigorous comparison of the micellar materials difficult, here the drastically

different behavior of each sample allowed straightforward conclusions to be

drawn about their structures. Incorporation of DNA resulted in a marked

increase in the surface coverage due to an immobilization strategy based

on electrostatic interactions. Core stabilization resulted in much harder

particles that did not deform as readily under stringent sample preparation

procedures or imaging conditions. It is likely, however, that the AFM results

were so amenable to correlation with the structures of our materials because

the three micellar species studied were radically different. In such studies,

then, AFM is a particularly powerful technique, much better suited than for

investigations of incremental structural variations.
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4.4 Experimental Section

4.4.1 Materials and methods

Materials

Solvents and reagents for DNA synthesis were purchased from Novabiochem

(Merck, UK) and SAFC (Sigma-Aldrich, The Netherlands). Solid supports,

Primer Support� (200 µmol/g) from GE Healthcare, were used for the syn-

thesis of 22PPO. ÄKTA oligopilot plus (GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden)

was used for DNA synthesis. ÄKTA explorer (GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Swe-

den) was used for purification and analysis of DNA materials. After synthesis

DNA amphiphiles were purified by anion exchange chromatography using a

HiTrap� Q HP 1 mL or 5 mL column (GE Healthcare, The Netherlands)

through custom gradients using elution buffers (A: 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0,

B: 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 1.0 M NaCl). Fractions were further de-

salted by dialysis membrane (MWCO 2000, Spectrum® Laboratories, The

Netherlands).

The oligonucleotides (5’-TAA CAG GAT TAG CAG AGC GAG G-3’,

cDNA) modified with carboxyfluorescein (FAM, absorption max = 494 nm,

emission max = 520 nm) at either the 5’- or 3’- end (FAM-5’-cDNA or FAM-

3’-cDNA), or thiolated at the 5’- end (thiol-5’-cDNA) were purchased from

Biomers, Germany.

Gold colloid (5 nm) in citrate was purchased from BBinternational (UK).

Pluronic F127 (MW = 12,600 g/mol), carbonyldiimidazole, ethylene

diamine, pentaerythritol tetraacrylate (PETA) and pyrene were purchased

from Sigma-Aldrich (The Netherlands) and were used as delivered if

further purification is not described below. Extra dry tetrahydrofuran

(THF) in AcroSeal® bottles was purchased from Acros organics (Belgium).

5-(and-6)-carboxytetramethylrhodamine succinimidyl ester (TAMRA-SE,

5(6)-TAMRA mixed isomers) was purchased from Invitrogen, The

Netherlands.

Ultrapure water (18 MΩ) dispensed through 0.22 µm membrane filter

using arium® 611 UF (Sartorius, The Netherlands) was used throughout.
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Equipment and techniques

Absorption and Fluorescence Spectroscopy: Absorption and fluores-

cence spectra of stabilized micelles were measured on a SpectraMax M2

spectrophotometer (Molecular Devices, USA) using either a 1 cm light-path

quartz cuvette or 96-well Abs/FLU plates (Greiner, Germany / NUNC, Den-

mark). For FRET experiments a Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotome-

ter (Varian, The Netherlands) was used with a 96-well fluorescence plate.

Photo-cross-linking: A Rayonet� photochemical reactor (The Southern

New England Ultraviolet Company, USA) was used for the photo-cross-

linking of PETA in the micelle core.

Atomic Force Microscopy: AFM images were captured in Tapping Mode

in air using a MultiMode 2 Scanning Probe Microscope with a Nanoscope

IIIa controller (Veeco, France). V-1 grade mica plates were purchased from

Electron Microscopy Sciences (USA). N-doped single-crystalline Si Tapping

Mode cantilevers with a spring constant of 25 – 75 N/m (ACTA) were pur-

chased from ST Instruments. MgAc2 buffers were prepared by diluting a 1

M stock solution (Sigma Aldrich) with ultrapure water to the desired con-

centration. In order to maintain relative concentrations, all micelle samples

were prepared under the same procedure.

Sample solutions were diluted with 50 mM MgAc2 to 1/5 of initial con-

centration, i.e. to 160 µM F127 and/or 32 µM 22PPO. Freshly cleaved mica

was exposed to 40 µL of 50 mM MgAc2 buffer for 5 minutes, after which the

mica surface was blown dry under a N2 stream. This preparation strongly

favors the immobilization of negatively charged materials. A volume of 30

µL of diluted sample solution was immediately applied, and the sample was

covered for 90 minutes to prevent evaporation. After two careful rinses with

100 µL ultrapure water, the sample was blown dry once more under a N2

stream and promptly imaged.

For AFM studies of mixed micelles hybridized with Au-NP-cDNA conju-

gates, samples were prepared from a stock mixture of 1 µL stabilized mixed

micelles (800 µM F127, 160 µM 22PPO and 0.4% PETA by weight) and 40

µL Au-NP-cDNA conjugate (590 nM Au). Freshly cleaved mica was exposed
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to 40 µL of 50 mM MgAc2 for 5 minutes, after which the surface was blown

dry and 15 µL of the stock mixture and 10 µL of 50 mM MgAc2 were de-

posited. After 20 minutes, the surface was carefully rinsed once with 50 µL

of ultrapure water, blown dry under N2 and promptly imaged.

Transmission electron microscopy: Samples were prepared on a carbon-

coated copper grid, treated with glow-discharge prior to use, by placing a

drop of micelle sample followed by addition of a drop of the staining solution

(uranyl acetate). Excess solution was carefully blotted off using filter pa-

per and samples were air dried for at least 5 minutes before analysis. TEM

images were obtained using a CM10 (Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands)

electron microscope.

FT-IR: Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) infrared measurements were per-

formed using a Specac Golden Gate� accessory with diamond top-plate on a

Bruker IFS88 spectrometer equipped with a MCT-A detector at 2 cm-1 reso-

lution. The final spectra of F127 and F127-NH2 presented here are averaged

over 1000 measurements.

4.4.2 Stabilization of the F127 and mixed micelles

22PPO was synthesized and purified as previously reported by our group. [24]

The purity of 22PPO (96%) was determined by anion-exchange HPLC (data

not shown). General preparation and stabilization of pure and mixed micelles

are described here.

Mixed micelle preparation: Dry F127 (2.5 g) was dissolved in 50 mL of

ultrapure water under gentle agitation to prepare 5 wt% concentration. F127

5 wt% (4.0 µM, 400 µL), 22PPO (800 µM, 400 µL), and H2O (1.2 mL) were

mixed. The mixture was heated to 95 ◦C for 30 min and then allowed to

cool to r.t. overnight using a thermocycler (Eppendorf, The Netherlands) to

allow the formation of micelles of uniform size.

Loading PETA/pyrene and stabilization: PETA (40 wt% relative to

F127) and pyrene (200 µg/1 mL of total volume) in acetone were added to the

bottom of a glass vial and evaporated under vacuum. Annealed mixed micelle

solution was added to the vial and was mixed using an orbital shaker (IKA,
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Figure 4.5: Stabilization of F127 micelles. (a) Absorption and fluorescence (λex
= 330 nm) spectra of pyrene in the core of 1% F127 micelles with varying PETA
concentration after overnight storage at 4 ◦C: black, 40% PETA; blue, 20% PETA;
green, 10% PETA; red, control without PETA. Incorporation of PETA drastically
enhances the retention of pyrene, with increasing concentrations yielding progres-
sively smaller effects. (b) Absorption and fluorescence (λex = 330 nm) spectra of
pyrene in the core of mixed micelles with (black) and without (red) PETA cross-
linking after overnight storage at 4 ◦C. The large sub-300 nm absorption is due to
the presence of DNA. (c) Schematic of pyrene loss and retention due to storage
below 4 ◦C of non-stabilized and stabilized micelles, respectively.

The Netherlands) allowing micelles to contact hydrophobic small compounds.

After shaking overnight, the vial was placed in a reaction vessel and the

inside was filled with argon. The reaction vessel was UV-irradiated for

2 hr at 50 to 60 ◦C.3 After irradiation, the reaction mixture was filtered

through 0.23 µm PVDF syringe filter (Whatman, The Netherlands). The

resulting stabilized micelles were used for further analysis such as UV/Vis

and fluorescence spectroscopy (Figure 4.5) and AFM (Figures 4.2 and 4.6).

3Stability of DNA under UV irradiation: The same pristine ss DNA without PPO
block was UV-irradiated for the same duration (2 h). Denatured polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis after irradiation confirms that there is no fragmentation or change of
molecular weight of ss DNA under these conditions (result not shown).
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4.4.3 Additional AFM data
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Figure 4.6: Micelle height statistics collected from AFM images. Stabilized mixed
micelles (left columns, blue) had a total population of 561 and a mean height of
7.1±2.3 nm. Stabilized F127 micelles (middle columns, red) had a total population
of 234 and a mean height of 6.9 ± 2.6 nm. Non-stabilized 22PPO micelles (right
columns, red) had a total population of 349 and a mean height of 2.3 ± 1.4 nm.
Note a major effect of PETA cross-linking is to give a much greater proportion of
large, well-formed micelles. The values differ from typical hydrodynamic radii due
to the flattening of micelles on the mica surface and the predicted collapse of PEO
and DNA chains in the corona due to drying.

4.4.4 Synthesis of TAMRA-labeled F127

Following a reported strategy for labeling Pluronic (Figure 4.7) with modifi-

cations, [81,87] the terminal hydroxy groups of F127 were converted to amino

groups (see Figure 4.8 for the FT-IR spectra) [88] and labeled with TAMRA.

Synthesis of F127-NH2: Dry F127 (5 g, 0.4 mmol) was activated

with carbonyldiimidazole (CDI) (257 mg, 1.6 mmol) in anhydrous

dichloromethane (DCM) (50 mL) at 37 ◦C for 4 h. After cooling to

r.t., ethylenediamine (398 µL, 6 mmol) and N,N -diisopropylethylamine

(DIPEA) (277 µL, 1.6 mmol) were added to the reaction mixture and

further stirred for 48 h at r.t. resulting in 1-amino-2-ethancarbamate

functionalized F127 (F127-NH2). The reaction mixture was dialyzed using a

2 kDa cutoff membrane against 15% ethanol for 4 days changing the buffer

7 times, and freeze-dried to yield 4.7 g (93%) of F127-NH2 as a white solid.4

4The yield of F127-NH2 was calculated assuming that the both hydroxy ends of F127
were converted into 1-amino-2-ethancarbamate groups.
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a b F127 
F127-TAMRA 
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Figure 4.7: Synthetic scheme for labeling F127 with TAMRA. (a) 1. CDI, DCM,
37 ◦C, 4 h. 2. ethylenediamine, DIPEA, DCM, r.t., 48 h. (b) TAMRA succinimidyl
ester, sodium tetraborate buffer (pH 8.0), r.t., 18 h.

FT-IR (powder / cm-1) = 3230 (N-H, broad), 2970, 2877, 2861, 2742,

2696, 2360, 1722 (C=O, sharp), 1466, 1373, 1360, 1342, 1280, 1241, 1145,

1095, 1060, 962, 947.

Synthesis of F127-TAMRA:5 To a solution of 200 mg (≈ 15.7 µmol) of

F127-NH2 in acetonitrile (2 mL), 2 mL of 0.1 M sodium tetraborate buffer

(pH 8.5) was added and further stirred for 30 min. A solution of TAMRA-

SE (19 mg, 31.8 µmol) in DMSO (1 mL) was added to the mixture and

subsequently stirred at r.t. for 18 h. The reaction mixture was diluted

with 20% ethanol and dialyzed with 2 kDa cutoff membrane against 20%

ethanol for 5 days at 4 ◦C, changing the buffer 12 times. Residual TAMRA

was again removed by gel filtration on NAP-25 column (GE Healthcare) and

F127-TAMRA was eluted with ultrapure water. The polymer fraction was

lyophilized yielding 124 mg (57%) in 80% coupling efficiency, as determined

by the optical density of F127-TAMRA (ε = 65, 000 cm-1M-1) in 25 mM Tris

buffer (pH 8.0).

4.4.5 FRET on blend micelles

A FRET pair of carboxyfluorescein (FAM) and 5-(and-6)-

carboxytetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA) was selected to determine the

close proximity of individually labeled polymer molecules and DNA. Mixed

micelles were prepared for FRET by simple mixing. Hybridization between

22PPO and cDNA (with or without FAM-cDNA) was accomplished by

5Throughout the TAMRA labeling process, all experiments were performed in the dark.
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Figure 4.8: FT-IR spectra of amino-functionalized F127 (red) and pristine F127
(black). Characteristic a and b bands of F127-NH2 were assigned. Other bands
assigned are identical to those of pristine F127. [88]

thermocycler (Eppendorf, The Netherlands). Each sample was prepared

to a volume of 110 µL in 0.5× TAE buffer with 100 mM NaCl and 60

mM MgCl2. The final concentrations of all relevant species are presented

in Table 4.1. Note that the concentration of TAMRA in solution is

approximately double the concentration of F127-TAMRA.
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Figure 4.9: Reference spectra for FRET experiments. Mixed micelles containing
F127-TAMRA hybridized with pristine cDNA (solid) and mixed micelles contain-
ing unmodified F127 hybridized with cDNA-FAM (dashed).
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Table 4.1: Final concentrations of mixed micelle components for FRET

FAM-3’ FAM-3’ FAM-5’ FAM-5’ F127-TAMRA FAM-3’

FRET control FRET control reference reference

F127 160 µM 200 µM 160 µM 200 µM 160 µM 180 µM

F127-TAMRA 20 µM 20 µM 20 µM 20 µM 20 µM 0 µM

22PPO 40 µM 0 µM 40 µM 0 µM 40 µM 40 µM

FAM-3’-cDNA 40 µM 40 µM 0 µM 0 µM 0 µM 40 µM

FAM-5’-cDNA 0 µM 0 µM 40 µM 40 µM 0 µM 0 µM

4.4.6 Preparation of Au-NP and cDNA conjugate

Single DNA (thiol-5’-cDNA) modified with Au-NP at the 5’-end (band b

of Figure 4.10) was prepared according to the protocol of Claridge et al.,

resulting in a 590 nM solution. [86] The isolated Au-cDNA was hybridized

with mixed micelles in 0.5× TAE buffer with 100 mM NaCl and 60 mM

MgCl2.
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Figure 4.10: Anion exchange chromatogram of Au-cDNA crude mixture. Blue
curve is elution-monitored absorbance at 260 nm (DNA) and black is the same
at 520 nm (Au-NP). (a) Residual thiol-5’-cDNA which was not coupled to Au.
(b) Single Au-cDNA band. (c) Elution of gold particle conjugates with multiple
cDNAs. Fraction b was collected for TEM and AFM studies.
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Figure 4.11: Counting dnn for Au-NPs. (a) The TEM micrograph used for
collecting dnn statistics. Inset : The edge-to-edge separation between NP3 and
NP2 was attributed to NP3, while the same, smaller edge-to-edge separation was
recorded for both NP1 and NP2. Once counted, particles were colored red for
convenience. (b) The best-defined dark shadows representing micelles were colored
with 33 nm circles (green) and the AuNPs (red) covered by these circles were
counted.

4.4.7 Statistical analysis of Au-NP aggregation

Nearest-neighbor separation dnn in TEM: Nearest-neighbor separation

statistics were extracted from the image in Figure 4.11a by the following

procedure. Using standard image processing software and high manual zoom

as depicted in the inset, nearest-neighbor pairs were manually identified and

the edge-to-edge distance (in pixels) between the two particles was recorded.

One nearest neighbor separation was measured for each particle, i.e. in the

inset of Figure 4.11a the separation between NP1 and NP2 was counted twice,

while the larger distance shown was attributed to NP3. For convenience,

nanoparticles were colored red once they had been counted. In addition, the

faint black shapes of micelles were covered by circles of 33 nm diameter. The

number of Au-NPs covered by these circles was then counted (Figure 4.11b).

The total area of the circles, 0.091 µm2, represents 10% of the total scan

area, and 276 (38%) of the AuNPs are then covered.

Simulation of dnn for randomly distributed particles: Because of the

strong dependence of the distribution of nearest-neighbor separations on the
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Figure 4.12: Visual representation of random particle simulations. (a) An image
of a random particle distribution. 722 particles with a diamter of 5 nm were placed
on a 1024 by 1024 pixel (i.e. 916 by 916 nm) field as a simulated negative control
experiment. (b) The percentage of NAu-particle distributions which met each of
the two thresholds. Each data point represents the percentage which meets the
thresholds out of the 200 sets generated for the corresponding NAu.

number of particles in the scan area and the difficulty of preparing a TEM

sample with the same coverage of random particles, a negative control exper-

iment (i.e. without mixed micelles) could not be performed. Instead, a set of

722 Au-NPs (the same number as in Figure 4.11a) was randomly placed on a

field of 1024 by 1024 pixels using Matlab software (version 2009a, Mathworks)

(see Figure 4.12a). The nearest-neighbor distribution was then automatically

calculated from the particle coordinates as dnnj =
√

(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2,

selecting the smallest dnn for each particle. The columns in Figure 4.4c rep-

resent the averaged results of 100 such distributions. We set two thresholds

established by the experimental data shown in Figure 4.4: 1) 50% of particles

with dnn of 6 nm or less, 2) 92% of particles with dnn of 20 nm or less. The

critical numbers of random particles (NAu) required for 50% of simulations

to meet these thresholds are NAu1 = 1530 and NAu2 = 1125 for 1) and 2),

respectively (Figure 4.12b). These values are well above the particle number

in the experimental data which established the thresholds (NAu = 722).
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

Taken together, these three studies represent a significant advance in control-

ling the structure and properties of self-assembled DNA nanomaterials with

a minimal number of components. By confining DNA hybridization solution

within emulsion droplets, it is now possible to sharply limit the growth of

nanostructures which would otherwise extend virtually without restriction.

By conjugating drugs and targeting moieties to the DNA sequence used here,

it may now be possible to utilize DNA nanotubes as targeted drug delivery

systems, [10] with a size more amenable to cellular uptake. The advantages

extend to larger-scale biomedical applications as well – at less than 1 µm in

length, the DNA nanotubes are well below the size which could clot blood

vessels. Similar benefits are likely to accrue for other DNA nanomaterials

assembled using this strategy, which through further improvement may al-

low precise tuning of nanostructure size in narrow distributions. We further

demonstrated a method to tune the hydrophobicity of DNA amphiphiles

through the incorporation of hydrophobically modified nucleobases during

solid-phase DNA synthesis. Using this straightforward method we demon-

strated a degree of control over micellar size and stability. Our concept will

enable systematic studies of the relationship between molecular parameters

and supramolecular structure and properties in DNA amphiphiles, which may

lead to the ability to tailor material properties for particular applications. Us-

ing a conceptually different approach with DNA block copolymer micelles,

65
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we were again able to drastically increase particle stability. Moreover, the

blending procedure required for stabilization can potentially increase bio-

compatibility by reducing charge density and “cloaking” the DNA with PEO

chains. The resulting materials should be far better able to withstand the

conditions of biomedical application and may prove particularly useful for

targeted delivery.

Throughout these works, AFM was one of the primary characterization

techniques employed. Without question, it allowed important conclusions to

be drawn. For instance, in Chapter 2 the doubling in height between DNA

layers confirmed the presence of DNA nanotubes, and the clear length vari-

ation provided unambiguous evidence of size control. However, the three-

dimensional structure of the material remains in question, as well as its

aggregation behavior in solution, by far the most important environment

to consider for eventual applications. In Chapter 3, the limitations of AFM

came into sharper focus, as the complicated interplay between the many com-

peting interactions during sample preparation and imaging hindered quan-

titative analysis of micelle size variation. Though certain trends in micelle

height were tentatively identified upon hybridization or changing hydropho-

bicity, additional characterization techniques were needed for confirmation,

and it was evident that AFM is not necessarily suitable for nuanced studies

of such sensitive materials. The technique was shown in a much better light

in Chapter 4, however, most likely due to the significant structure and prop-

erty differences between the three materials investigated. Thus, the primary

conclusion to be drawn from these works regarding the use of AFM with soft

DNA nanomaterials is that it is exceptionally effective for the quantitative

characterization of 1D and 2D objects but should be limited to a qualitative

or semi-quantitative role for the structure of 3D architectures.
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